
 

 

 

Flight 

 

Class 

 

baggage allowances  Fee for Extra Luggage Items 
Fee for Overweight 

Luggage 

Fee for Oversized 

Luggage 

 

 

Between 

China 

and USA 

 

 First 

Class/Business 

Class 

 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb (32kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

 

First exceeding piece and 

above,200USD/1,300 CNY per 

piece. 

 

Weight of single piece of 

transported luggage 

cannot exceed 32 kgs 

(70 lbs) 

159 cm-203 cm (63 

inches-80 inches) 

200USD/1300CNY 

Economy Class 

 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 51 lb (23kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

First exceeding 

piece ,200USD/1,300 CNY per 

piece. 24-32 kgs (53-70 lbs） 

200USD/1300CNY Second exceeding item and 

above, each item 

300USD/2,000 CNY. 

 

 

 

Between 

China 

and 

Canada 

 

First 

Class/Business 

Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb (32kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

First exceeding piece and 

above,200USD/1,300 CNY per 

piece. 

 

Weight of single piece of 

transported luggage 

cannot exceed 32 kgs 

(70 lbs) 

Economy Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 51 lb (23kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

First exceeding 

piece ,US$200/1,300 CNY per 

piece. 24-32 kgs (53-70 lbs） 

200USD/1300CNY Second exceeding item and 

above, each item 

300USD/2,000 CNY. 

 

 

 

Between 

China 

and 

Moscow 

First 

Class/Business 

Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb (32kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

 

First exceeding piece and 

above,200USD/1,300 CNY per 

piece. 

 

Weight of single piece of 

transported luggage 

cannot exceed 32 kgs 

(70 lbs) 

159 cm-203 cm (63 

inches-80 inches) 

150USD/1000CNY 

Economy Class 

 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 51 lb (23kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

First exceeding 

piece ,70USD/450 CNY per 

piece. 24-32 kgs (53-70 lbs） 

150USD/1000CNY Second exceeding item and 

above, each item 

200USD/1300 CNY. 

 

 

Between 

China 

and 

St.Peters

burg 

 

 

First 

Class/Business 

Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb (32kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

 

First exceeding piece and 

above ,200USD/1,300 CNY 

per piece. 

Weight of single piece of 

transported luggage 

cannot exceed 32 kgs 

(70 lbs) 

 

Economy Class 

One  Piece（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 51 lb (23kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

First exceeding piece，

70USD/450CNY per piece. 

24-32 kgs (53-70 lbs） 

150USD/1000CNY 

Second exceeding item and 

above,200USD/1300CNY per 

piece. 

 

Between 

China 

and 

Europe 

( Not in 

Moscow, 

St.Peters

burg) 

 

First 

Class/Business 

Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb (32kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

 

First exceeding piece and 

above，200USD/1300CNY per 

piece. 

Weight of single piece of 

transported luggage 

cannot exceed 32 kgs 

(70 lbs) 

       

      Economy 

Class 

One  Piece（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 51 lb (23kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

First exceeding piece，

100USD/650CNY per piece. 

24-32 kgs (53-70 lbs） 

150USD/1000CNY 

Second exceeding item and 

above,200USD/1300CNY per 

piece. 

Between 

China 

and 

Asian 

(Via 

Taipei 

Not in 

 

First 

Class/Business 

Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb (32kg),Maximum 

Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

 

First exceeding piece and 

above，150USD/1000CNY per 

piece. 

 

33-45kgs（73-100lbs）

200USD/1300CNY 

 

         

One  Piece（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 51 lb (23kg),Maximum 

First exceeding piece，

70USD/450CNY per piece. 

24-32 kgs (53-70 lbs） 

150USD/1000CNY，



Alma-Ata

  )  

Economy Class Dimensions per Piece(length + 

width + height) 62 in (158cm)） 

Second exceeding item and 

above，150USD/1000CNY per 

piece. 

33-45kgs（73-100lbs）

200USD/1300CNY 

 

 

Between 

China 

and 

Alma-Ata 

 

First 

Class/Business 

Class 

Two Pieces（Maximum Weight of 

Each Piece 70 lb 

(32kg),Maximum Dimensions per 

Piece(length + width + height) 62 

in (158cm)） 

 

First exceeding piece and 

above，100USD/650CNY per 

piece. 

33-45kgs（73-100lbs）

200USD/1300CNY 

 

159 cm-203 cm (63 

inches-80 inches) 

100USD/650CNY 

 

      Economy 

Class 

One  Piece（Maximum Weight 

of Each Piece 70 lb 

(32kg),Maximum Dimensions per 

Piece(length + width + height) 62 

in (158cm)） 

First exceeding piece，

70USD/450CNY per piece. 

 

24-32 kgs（53-70 lbs）

100USD，33-45 kgs

（73-99 lbs）200USD 

 

Second exceeding piece and 

above，100USD/650CNY per 

piece. 

 

 

Note 

 

1. For checked luggage that has more items than allowed, is overweight or oversized with two or more items exceeding limitations, oversize and 

overweight luggage charges will be charged in a superimposed way. 

 

2. For children’s tickets, the free luggage allowance and charge standards for excess luggage, are no different from those of adult tickets.  

 

3. The checked luggage allowance for an infant ticket is one piece of luggage.  The total dimensions (length + width + height) may not exceed 

115cm. In addition, the allowance includes a foldable stroller or cradle which can be carried on provided that the cabin has enough space and 

the head of the cabin crew agrees. 

 

4. For a single piece of checked luggage, the weight cannot exceed 32 kgs/70 lbs for USA/Canada/Europe/Russia routes. For Asian routes, the 

weight cannot exceed 45kg. And the total dimensions (length + width + height) may not exceed 203 cm (80 inches). If a piece is overweight or 

oversize, the passenger is advised to take it apart and repackage it. If the piece cannot be split up, please log on to 

http://www.hnacargo.com/Portal/Default.aspx and contact the cargo division of Hainan Airlines. 

 

5. When the domestic and international flight segments are both Hainan Airlines flights and the domestic transfer time is within 24 hours, the 

luggage transport regulations shall be applicable to the domestic segment.  

 

 

http://www.hnacargo.com/Portal/Default.aspx

